
From maintenance to new functionality 
to customization, change is relentless.
Designed to deliver benefits, change 
projects also introduce cost and 
complexity, take time to implement, and 
pose a risk to the enterprise. 

But it’s possible to seize control over 
enterprise application change while 
saving time and reducing risk.

Deliver Innovation and Business 
Value Faster and without the Risk

Panaya 
Release 
Dynamix



Panaya Release Dynamix is the enterprise approach to be more agile 
in addressing constant ERP application changes. Offering a uniquely 

simple solution for SAP customers, Release Dynamix combines 
change impact, transport analytics and collaborative testing tools 

for IT and business to reduce time, effort and risk. 
― 

With real-time insights into change risk, you can quickly and safely 
release business application changes into production. 

Business Acceleration 
Manage changing priorities 

and keep SAP relevant in 
shorter release cycles. 

See Everything
Gain visibility into your change 
implementation with real-time 

monitoring and reporting.

Sync Everyone
Bring together business, testing, 
development and delivery teams 

on a collaborative platform. 

Be Proactive
Know what will break 
at the start with real-
time impact analysis.

Ease of Use
Our SaaS solution is intuitive 
for quick onboarding for both 

business and tech users. 

Reduce Time, Cost and Risk 
of SAP Changes by 50%



Visualize the risk of upcoming releases and pending transport deployments, based on 
Dev, Test, and Governance risk factors.

Gain Visibility and Reduce Risk

Detailed Risk Cockpit

Collaboration & Visibility



Immediately gain visibility into impacted objects, their respective 
usage in production, and related test coverage.

Map any impacted entry point within your business process library to 
understand the downstream impact on any business process while 
optimizing your regression cycle.

Mitigate Risk with Real-Time Impact Analysis of SAP Transports

Change Impact Analysis

Business Process Risk Analysis

Analyze

66 %28 %



Risk-based test plans that specify the optimal coverage to validate 
risk. Instantly identify any gaps in your test coverage.

Generate new test assets with a button click, ensuring complete test 
coverage and improving your test library.

What to Test

Test Coverage

Automatically Generate Test Plans

Scope

Change Coverage Covering Tests



Link defects to related tests, reducing duplication of efforts and 
increasing testing efficiencies

Enables the effortless generation of test evidence, which can be reused for 
codeless automation and automatic documentation.

Manage and Accelerate Test Execution

Smart Defect Management

Record & Play

Test

Real-time, Actionable Insights 
Full visibility across the defects lifecycle 

with custom dashboards and reports

Audit-ready and automated documentation 
for quality standards, with considerable time 
savings.End-to-end automated testing based 

on recording scripts.

System-Wide Defects 
Unique feature anticipates how a defect 

could affect future tests, preventing 
defects inflation and duplication”



Experience Panaya’s Next Generation 
Impact Analysis for SAP
Real-time Risk Analysis   |   Risk-Based Testing

Get a Tailored Demo

   

Over 150 Integrations to Best in Class Solutions

Integrate with the Tools You Love

Panaya Release Dynamix is a SaaS solution which 
integrates with the tools you are already using for 
software development and delivery so you have 

better visibility, collaboration and reporting.

https://www.panaya.com/start-demo/sap/?utm_source=data_sheet&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=rdx_ds


panaya.com

Panaya provides cloud-based application 
delivery and testing solutions that ensure 
collaboration between Business and IT.

Enabling enterprise agility with faster release 
velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya 
delivers an optimized user experience with end-
to-end visibility of the application lifecycle. 
_

Since 2008, more than 3,000 companies in 62 
countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, 
have been relying on Panaya to deliver quick 
quality change to enterprise applications.

Panaya enables organizations to 
accelerate application change and 
continuously deliver innovation with 
its Change Intelligence Platform. 

https://www.panaya.com/?utm_source=data_sheet&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=rdx_ds

